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Denumerable rth order circuit chains (r> 1) are defined as genuine denumerable Markov chains 
of order r with transition law expressed in terms of the weights of a denumerable class of 
overlapping directed circuits in the plane. Recurrence and stationarity of such chains are studied 
in connection with a suitable planar motion through a directed network with r-series-connected 
points as nodes. In particular a generalization of P6lya’s theorem concerning random walks on 
multi-dimensional lattice-points is derived. We also show a relationship between the approach to 
denumerable Markov chains with multiple states defined by weighted circuits and diffusion of 
electrical current through a network. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Multiple circuit chains with finite state space were introduced in [4]. In this 
paper we show that certain denumerable classes %’ of overlapping weighted directed 
circuits in the plane lead us to genuine multiple Markov dependence, i.e. dependence 
on past of length r > 1. Namely, we study recurrent strictly stationary multiple 
Markov chains defined by a class of weighted circuits in a countable set S that are 
called denumerable multiple circuit chains, generalizing the results of [4] in two 
directions. First we enlarge the state space to a countable infinity of points in the 
plane and second consider forward-backward passages through the nodes. The 
latter allows us to reveal the existence of a relationship between the approach to 
denumerable Markov chains with states in the form (i,, . . . , i,) E S’ defined by 
weighted circuits and diffusion of electrical current through an infinite network 
where the single nodes are replaced by multi-sequential ones (i.e. sequences with 
r-series-connected nodes), which was our initial motivation for these investigations. 
When studying denumerable circuit chains, an initial question we are faced with 
is the type problem, i.e. the problem of determining if the chains are recurrent or 
transient. To solve it we parallel the weighted circuits with an infinite electrical 
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network with multi-sequential nodes in order to apply a variant of Rayleigh short-cut 
method (see Rayleigh (1870)), which phrased in probabilistic term leads to the 
Nash-Williams (1959) recurrence criterion for reversible simple Markov chains that 
in turn goes to Ahlfors’ criterion (see [ 11). We point out that there are two essential 
differences between our network and the general network to which the classical 
Rayleigh’s method refers. Namely, here the weighted circuits are directed and the 
points are multi-sequential nodes. Thus, if we attempt to define circuit chains with 
a denumerable state space in S’ as in [4], then we shall find that they are not 
reversible and therefore we may not apply the Nash-Williams recurrence criterion. 
This means that the above parallel is true only if we reconsider the motion along 
the circuits as forward-backward passages defined below, such that they should 
give rise to reversible simple Markov chains. 
The final step of the proof of recurrence of the multiple circuit chains uses 
Iosifescu’s remark (see [3]), that recurrence of the multiple Markov chains follows 
from that of the attached simple ones. This is done in Theorem 9 below which may 
be also viewed as a generalization of Polya’s theorem concerning the type problem 
for random walks on multi-dimensional resistor lattice-points (see [7]) in the sense 
that (i) the nodes of our skeleton are not necessarily lattice-points, (ii) we give a 
finer description of the passages between two neighbouring points taking into account 
the parallel resistive connections, (iii) we consider the particle’s past trace of length 
greater than one. 
All these results hold when the class of weighted circuits satisfies certain natural 
conditions (see Conditions (c,)--(cd) below). 
To explain informally how we define a denumerable chain with multiple states 
by weighted circuits, we restrict our attention to a class of weighted circuits as in 
Fig. 1. 
Let us follow a particle that is moving along the circuits under the random law 
given below and consider histories of two consecutive nodes on its trajectory. The 
history k = (x, y) is said to pass forward or backward through a circuit c if there 
exists a history u = (y, z) or u = (z, x) respectively such that x, y and z or z, x and 
y are consecutive vertices of c respectively. For instance, if k is the arc (a,, b2) in 
Fig. 1, then there exist u, = (b2, b,) and u2 = (a,, a,) such that k passes forward and 
backward through c, . 
We say k passes through c iff the consecutive points of k are also consecutive 
points of c. 
Then we may define a Markov chain (&,)nez, where 2 denotes the set of all 
integers, with the set of r-series-connected nodes as state space and transition law 
of the form 
w5n+1= (b2, b,)lln=((a,, b,))=~~cl’i.h’~~‘=~(~w~W 
c’t%(k) c, =3 
), 
WL+1= (a,, a,)lf;l=(a,, b2))= 
c, 
ct’e~~o~k)wc’=2(Ww~W 
c c’s%(k) WC’ Cl c3 
), 
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Fig. 1 
where Vi’(k), %(k, x) and %(y, k) are the sets of all circuits which are passed by k, 
(k, x) and (y, k) respectively. 
The Markov chain (f;l),,Er is called a circuit chain with bi-states (in general, with 
multiple states). 
When the transition law of (ln)nsz is defined only by the forward (or backward) 
passages on the circuits, then it generates a multiple chain (&)nEz of order two (or 
its reversal) called a circuit chain of order two. 
1.2. Throughout this paper we shall consider an infinite denumerable class % of 
overlapping directed closed circuits c with period p(c) having vertices in a denumer- 
able set S in the plane. Assume the following hypotheses are satisfied: 
The circuits form an infinite connected graph of bounded degree, i.e. there 
is some integer n > 1 such that the number of circuits which pass through 
any point of S is at most n. 
min ctzp(c)=r>l, max,,.p(c)=R<oo. 
(r-connectedness): For every two r-sequences k, = (c,(n), . . . , c;(n + r- 1)) 
and k, = (Cj( n), . . . , c,( n + r - 1)) of consecutive nodes of two circuits ci and 
cj there is a “path” k, = ki, k,, . . . , k, = k,, m E N, of r-sequences on some 
. . I I ctrcuits cO = c,, c,, . . . , CL = c, that connect k, to kj in the sense that k,, passes 
forward or backward through ch,, to k,,, , n = 0, 1, . . . , m - 1. 
With each circuit c a positive number w, is associated such that 
1 w,=w<oo. 
(‘t Q 
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Hypotheses (cJ and (c3) imply that the overlapped circuits have at least r common 
nodes which are passed in the same sense and allow us to introduce a natural 
distance d on 
W,={k: k=(c(n),..., c(n+r-1)), CE %, nEZ}, 
defined by 
d( k, u) = the smallest 111 for which a path as in Condition (c3) exists. (1) 
Let us now change the time-sense considering the reversed circuits c-, c E ‘%. Then 
the past history k = (a,, b2) in Fig. 1 will become the future history k_ = (b2, al) 
and the forward (backward) passages along c are replaced by the backward (forward) 
passages along c-, c E %. 
Generally, denoting by W, the set of all r-sequences k- that are the reversals 
of k E W,, we shall call the elements of W, and W, past histories of length r (left 
sequences) and future histories of length r (right histories) respectively. Then we 
may express the “balance” of the past and the future by using two pairs of functions 
(w,(k), w,( k-)) and (y(k, u), w,(k_, u-)) defined by the weights w, and satisfying 
the following balance properties: 
(PJ (9 w(k) = Jw w,(k u) = Ew w,(u, k), 
I I 
(4 w,(v) = C w(v, Y) = C WAY, v>, 
YEW, YE wr 
for any k E W, and v E W,. 
(Pd (3 w,(k) = w,(k-), 
(ii) w,( k, u) = w,( k-, u-1, 
for any k, UE W,. 
The first pair is mainly connected with equilibrium properties along the circuits, 
and the second one with kinetic properties. 
Further, repeating the same reasoning as for the chain (&)ncZ, we may define a 
circuit chain (Xn)neZ of order r by using the corresponding one-sense motion on 
the reversed circuits c- and the weights w,_ = w,, c E Ce. Then the balance conditions 
(p2) imply that 
P(& = i1&, = i,, . . . ) &-r = il) = P(X, = i[X,+, = i,, . . . , X,,, = i,) (2) 
for any FEZ, YES and (i ,,..., i,)E W,. 
Even if (5n)nG~ is not necessarily reversible, the pair (5, X) exhibits the main 
feature of reversibility which characterizes those ergodic chains that arise from 
electrical networks. This is in good agreement with the fact that physical laws 
governing the behaviour of electric currents are invariant under time-reversal. Hence 
the pair (5, X) should be considered as a whole. 
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We point out that the circuit chains (.$)n and (X,,), are genuine Markov chains 
of superior order and therefore their study is not reduced to that of the corresponding 
simple chains. Then, as is well known (see E. Henze, J.C. Masse and R. Theodorescu 
(1977)) an immediate consequence is that the Markov property with arbitrary 
parameter values will not be satisfied. To clarify this, we cite a recent result of 
Varopoulos (1985) which in our context says that if (&,),,tZ denotes the attached 
simple Markov chain (L&~+, , . . . , &), n E 2, to the circuit chain (&)ntZ of order Y 
and Condition (c,) is replaced by the “curvature condition” 
inf w,(k, u) = e > 0, supw,(k,u)=M<oo, 
then for n 2 1 there exists a constant C = C(n, 8, M) such that 
d2(k u) 
P(&, = u[&, = k) s Cn3'4 exp Cn 
[ 1 , k, u E W,, 
where d is the distance given by (1). 
Since the proof of the estimate (3) essentially uses the Markov property with 
arbitrary parameter values it will not be valid for the corresponding multiple circuit 
chain (5n)nGZ. 
1.3. We now describe our results. Section 2 deals with the definition of the forward 
and backward passages through the nodes of the circuits c, c E ie, by using two types 
of functions J,( .) and J,( ., .) d e ne fi d on S’ and S’ x S’ respectively, where r is 
given by Condition ( c2). In a similar manner we define the motion along the reversed 
circuits c-, c E %, by the corresponding functions J,_( . ) and J,_( . , . ), and show that 
all these functions are connected by the balance relations (p,) and (&). Also, we 
study another two pairs of functions (w,(k), w,(k_)) and (w,(k, u), w,( k-, up)), u, 
u E W, (k-, v_ E W,) that phrase in terms of weights the equilibrium and kinetic 
properties along the circuits c and c-, c E %‘. 
In Section 3 we are concerned with certain denumerable simple Markov chains 
(5;l)ner and (T,),~~ having left and right sequences of length r as states respectively 
and transition probabilities of the form 
Wln(rln+A = 4~-)lln-,(~,) = k(k-1) = 
if there is a circuit c E %’ such that J<( k, u) f 0 (_I_( k-, IL) # 0). We show that under 
Conditions (c,)-(c,) the chains (L,),,= and (T,),~= are reversible and satisfy the 
Nash-Williams recurrence criterion. They are called circuit chains with multiple 
states. 
In Section 4, using the chains (&,)ntZ and (T,,),,~= generated by the forward 
passages we prove the existence of denumerable recurrent strictly stationary Markov 
chains (5n)ncZ and (X,,)ntZ of order r called circuit chains of order r associated 
with the set S and the class Ce of circuits, 
We also find the initial distributions under which the chains (&,),,tZ and (Xn)ntZ 
are strictly stationary. 
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Finally, in Section 5 we point out connections between stochastic properties of 
circuit chains and physical laws in electric networks with multi-sequential nodes. 
2. The balance properties 
Let S be a denumerable set in the plane and %’ be a denumerable class of circuits 
that satisfy Conditions (c,)-(cJ of Section 1. We recall that a circuit in a finite 
subset S’ of S is any periodic function c : 2 + S’. The smallest positive integer p 2 I 
for which c(n +p) = c(n), for all n E 2, is called the period of c. 
Any circuit c with period p can be equivalently represented by the ordered 
sequence (c(n),c(n+l) ,..., c(n+P-l),c(n)), nE2. 
In [4] we have shown that if cj, j E 2, is the circuit defined by c’(n) = c(n + j), 
n E 2, then the set {c’, j E Z} may be considered an equivalence class again called 
a circuit. The period of the class-circuit is equal to that of any representative. 
Fix r > 1 given by Condition (c,) and define a sequence in S of length r to be 
any sequence k=(k(n-r+I) ,..., k(n-l),k(n))~S’, with nEZ. 
Let us now introduce the functions u, : S’ x S + S’ and h, : S x S’ + S’ defined by 
u,(k,i)=u,((k(n-r+l), k(n-r+2) ,..., k(n)), i) 
= (k(n - r+2), . . . , k dn), i) (4) 
and 
hdj, k) = hdj, (k(n - rf 1), . . . 3 k(n - 11, k(n))? 
=(j, k(n-rfl) ,..., k(n-1)). 
Also, consider the functions u,: S’ x S + S’ and h,: S x S’ + S’ defined by 
n,(2? i) = n,((n(n), . . . , u(n+r-2), v(n+r-l)), i) 
=(i,v(n),...,u(n+r-2)) 
and 
(5) 
h,(j,v)=h,(j,(v(n),v(n+l),...,u(n+r-1))) 
=(v(n+l) ,..., u(n+r-l),j). 
Then define the function J, : Sr x S’+ (0, i} by 
J,(k,u)=; ifthereexistsjsuchthat k=(c’(n-r+l),...,c’(n))and 
u = u,(k, cj(n + 1)) or u = h,(c’(n - r), k), 
= 0 otherwise. 
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Denote the class of all the reversed circuits c- by %_. Also, the function J, : S’ x S--f 
{O,i} is defined by 
J,_( u, y) = i if there exists j such that z, = (c<(n), . . . , c’l(n + r - 1)) and 
y= u,(u, c-L(n- 1)) or y=h,(ci(n+r), v), 
= 0 otherwise, 
where c- E (e_. 
Associate with each k = (k( n - r + l), . . . , k(n - l), k(n)) E S’ the sequence k_ = 
(k_(n), k_(n+l), . . . , k_(n + r - 1)) E S’ by the relation 
k_(n)=k(n),k_(n+l)=k(n-1) ,..., k_(n+r-l)=k(n-r+l). (6) 
We now define J,, J,_: S’+ (0, 1) by 
J,(k) = 
( 
1 if there is j, Osj sp - 1, such that 
k=(c’(n-r+l),...,c’(n)), 
0 otherwise, 
and 
i 
1 if there is j, OCjG-p-1, such that 
Jc_(k-1 = k_=(c<(n),ci(n+l) ,..., ci(n+r-1)), 
0 otherwise, 
where c E % and p = p(c) denotes the period of c. If J,(k) Z 0 (J,_(k_) # 0), then we 
say k(k_) passes through c(c-). If J,(k, u) f 0, then we say (k, u) passes forward 
or backward through c according as u has the form u,(k, i) or h,(i, k), i E S, 
respectiveIy. In the same manner we define the passages along c-. 
The following results may by proved as in [4]. 
Proposition 1. We have 
(9 Jdk u> = Jdu, k), 
(ii) J,_(k_, u_) = JC_(u_, k-), 
for any sequences k and u. 0 
Also, by introducing the sets 
LI$={z4:u=(u(n-rfl),..., u(n)), n E 2 and J,(u) = 1 for some c E ‘%‘} 
and 
Wr={v: u=(v(n),..., v(n+r- l)), n ~2 and J,(v) = 1 for some CE %?} 
we have 
Lemma 2. 7’he pairs offunctions (J,(v), JC_( .)) and (JC(., .), J,_( *, a)) satisfy the 
balance properties, i.e. 
(PI) 6) J,(k) = Xw JAS u) = Ew JAu, k), 
I I 
(ii) J,(u) =,:w J,_(u, Y) =,:w Jc_(n ~1, 
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for any kE W, and vE W,, 
(P2) 6) J,(k) = J,_(k-), 
(ii) J,(k, u) = J,_(k_, u_), 
foranyk,uE W,. 0 
The elements of W, and W, are called left and right r-sequences respectively. 
Consider the consistency relations w, = w,_ and w,~ = w, hold for any c E %. 
We now define the functions wr( e), w,.(e), w,( ., .) and w,( ., .) by 
w,(k) = C w,J,(k), kg w,, 
cc% 
w,(v,y)= c W,_J,._(V,Y), QY E w,. 
C_EW- 
Then, taking into account Condition (cr) we have 
for any kE W,. 
The analogues of Proposition 1 and Lemma 2 are 
(7) 
Proposition 3. The functions w,(k, u), k, u E W,, and w,(v, y), v, y E W,, are sym- 
metric. Cl 
Lemma 4. The pairs offunctions (w,( .), w,( .)) and (w,( ., -), w,(. , . )) satisfy the 
balance conditions stated in Lemma 2. 0 
Further, to distinguish the quantities defined by sequences of length m G r, we 
will put m as a superscript on quantities that refer to the sequences of length m, so 
that, e.g., w?(k) denotes the total weight of the circuits which pass through the 
sequence k = (k( n - m + l), . . . , k(n)) E W;“, n E 2. Then, we prove 
Lemma 5. Thefunctions w;“( * ), w;“( *, -) andwT(., *)w,“(.;), with l<m~r,satisfy 
the equations 
w;“(k) = w;“(k,, . . . , k,) 
=2w;“-‘((k,, . . ., k,,_,), u?-‘((k,, . . . , km-,), km)) 
= 24’-‘((k,, . . . , km), h;“-‘(k,, (b, . . . , km))), 
w,“(k) = w,m(k,, . . . , k,) 
= 2w,“-‘((km-,, . . , k,), 4’-‘((km-,, . . . , k,), km)) 
= 2w,“-‘((km.. . , kJ, h,“-‘(k,, (km,. . . , k,))) 
forall k=(k ,,..., k,)E W;“. 
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Proof. We note that k = (k,, . . . , k,,,), 16 m s r, passes through c iff (k,, . . . , k,,_,) 
passes forward through c to (k,, . . . , k,), or (k2,. . . , k,,,) passes backward through 
c to (k,,. . . , k,j,_,). 
Then, the required relations follow from 
wr”(k,, . . . , km) = w;“-‘((k,, . . . , km-,), u;“-‘((k,, . . . , km-,>, km>) 
+ wr”-‘((k2,. . , km), K-‘(k,, (k,, . . . , k-z))) 
and from the fact that the circuits involved in both members are the same. Finally, 
equalities concerning the reversed sequences k- follow by similar reasoning. 0 
Proposition 6. We have 
rws 1 w:(il) 
i,E Wf 
=(. _F.w2 wf(i,, i2) =. . . = 1 w;(i*, . . . , i,) s Rw, (8) 11.12 c I (il,...,i,)E w; 
rws 1 wi(il) 
,,tw: 
= c 
(ij, i+ W3 
wf(i,,Q=...= 1 w:(iI,. . . , i,) s Rw, (9) 
(il,.._,ir)E Wf 
where R and w are given by Conditions (c2) and (c,). 
Proof. It is easily seen that on account of Conditions (c,) and (cJ we have 
Let us now note that if a circuit c is passed by (i,, . . . , i,), then c is passed by 
if:: : : : 
, C), (4,. . . , i,) and finally by i,. Also, the same circuit c is passed by 
, LA (4,. . . , ir-J and finally by i, Therefore, if there is a non-zero term 
w’;( i, , . . . , i,) in the last sum of (8), then all the other sums comprise the correspond- 
ing non-zero terms w;-'(i, , . . . , jr-,), . , . , w:( il) respectively. 
Conversely, if a circuit c passes through i, E S, then according to Condition 
(cZ) there are at least r - 1 nodes iz, . . . , i, E S such that (i, , iz, . . . , i,) passes through 
c as well. 
Then, taking into account Lemma 5 and the balance condition (p,)(i) we may write 
c w;( i,, . . . , i,) 
(i ,,__, i, )c W; 
=2 c w;-‘((i,, . . . , Cl), C’((h,. . . , C-J, C)) 
(i,,...,i,)t w; 
= 2 c w;-‘((i2,. . . , k), h;-‘(i,, (b,. . . , i,))) 
(i I,..., i,)i w 
= c r--l 
(I ,,.... I”_,)E w;-’ 
WI (h,...,Ld 
= C w:(il). 
i,t WI 
Finally, relations (9) follow in a similar manner. 0 
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3. Recurrent Markov chains defined by circuits with multi-sequential nodes 
We first introduce the following definition. 
Definition 1. (i) A circuit in a finite set W; c W, is a periodic function y : 2 + Wi 
with the property that for each t E 2 there exists i = i(t) E S such that 
y(t+ 1) = ul(Y(t), 4, 
where U, is defined by (4). 
(ii) A circuit in a finite set W: c W, is a periodic function 6 : 2 + W: with the 
property that for each t E 2 there exists i = i(t) E S such that 
s(t+l)=u,(S(t), i), 
where U, is defined by (5). 
An equivalent variant of Definition 1 is obtained if we replace the functions u, 
and U, by h, and h, respectively. Thus each circuit V in W, may be associated with 
a circuit c in S by the relation 
y(t)=(c(t-r+l) ,..., c(t-l),c(t)), tcZ. (10) 
The circuit y will be viewed as an equivalence class with respect to translations 
(see [41). 
Moreover, relation (10) provides an isomorphism rc = y between the class of the 
r-elementary circuits c in S (i.e. the circuits with different nodes between the first 
and last vertices) and the class of elementary circuits y in W, (i.e. the circuits y for 
which the elements y(t), y( t + I), . . . , y(t +p(y) - 1) are all different from one 
another, where p(y) denotes the period of y). As is shown in [4], the isomorphism 
T keeps the period invariant. 
Throughout the remainder of this section we shall refer to the elementary circuits 
y in W, since the corresponding results may be treated in a completely analogous 
manner for the elementary circuits 6 in W,. 
Let us now define the passages along the circuits y in W,. Thus, we say that the 
arc (k, u), k, u E W,, passes forward or backward through y iff 
u = u,(k, i), i E S, and J,,( k, u,( k, i)) = 4 
or 
u=h,(i, k), ieS, and J,,(k,h,(i, k))=& 
respectively, where T is defined by (10). 
Also, we say y passes through a node k E W, iff 
J,,(k) = 1. 
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Then, Condition (c3) implies that each node kE W, may be connected by a finite 
path of linked arcs in W, to another point u E W,. This property allows us to introduce 
a distance d in W, defined by 
d(k, u) = the length of the shortest path along the arcs in W, 
between k and u. (11) 
Fix 0, an arbitrary point in W, called origin. 
Let S,,, m=0,1,2 ,..., be the “sphere” of radius m about the origin, i.e. those 
r-sequences of W, that are exactly I?Z edges apart from the origin. Then 
S” = (01, 
S,={UE W,:d(O,u)=l} 
‘(24~ W,: u=u,(O, i,) or u=h,(i,,O), 
J,(O, U) # 0, for some c E “e, i, E S}\S,. 
Further, we define the functions uf’): S’ x S’ + S’, t = 0, 1,2, _ . . , by 
ift=O, 
if t> 1. 
where i(‘) = (i,, . . . , i,) E S’. 
Similarly we define the functions h, “I: S’ x S’+ S’, t = 0, 1,2,. . . . Then the ele- 
ments of S, will be combinations of the functions ui”)(O, i”)), i’“’ = (i, , . . , in) E S”, 
and h’“‘( i(“, 0), i’“’ = (i,, . . . , i,) E S”. The set Sk, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , are disjoint and 
w,= 6 s,. 
k=O 
(12) 
Now, starting in states 0 E W, and O_ E W,, by the Daniell-Kolmogorov Theorem 
there exist a WI-valued Markov chain (&,)nEz and a W,-valued Markov chain 
(%)ntZ respectively, on a suitable probability space (a, YC, P,) with transition 
probabilities given by 
w(k u) . 
noun+, = u/l,, = k) = w(k) 
If J,(k, u) # 0 for some c E E, 
(13) 
for any k, u E W,, and 
otherwise, 
WAU, Y) 
___ 
P”(Vn-I ‘YlTn = u) = w,(u) 
if J,,_(u,y)f;O for some C-E %_, 
(14) 
0 otherwise, 
for any v, y E W,, respectively. 
We call ([,,), and (n,), circuit chains with multiple states. Thus, equations (13) 
and (14) and the balance condition (p2) imply that when a forward (backward) 
passage on c E % holds then a backward (forward) passage on c_ E %_ holds too 
and their probabilities are equal. Then taking into account Proposition 6, we may 
prove the following result as in [4]. 
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Proposition 7. The Markov chains (&,)nGz and (q,),Gz have unique stationary distri- 
butions p and p- respectively dejined by 
p(k) = 
w,(k) 
c kewl w(k)’ kc W, 
P(U) = 
w,(v) 
c US w, 4~) 
VE wr, 
andp(k)=p(k_) forall kE W,. q 
Further we shall consider p (p-) as initial distribution on W, ( W,) and the 
corresponding probability will be denoted by $. Also assume (5n),,tz and (T,,),,,~ 
are irreducible and aperiodic chains. 
It is easily seen that, taking into account Proposition 3, the Kolmogorov condition 
for reversibility 
w,(k,, k,) w,(k,, k,) wr(k,-, , kn> wdkn, 4) 
M.‘,(b) ’ w(kd ’ ’ * ’ * w(k,-,I ’ w,(k) 
w,(k,, kn) wdk, L1) wdk,, W w,(k,, h) 
= w,(k) w,(k) * ’ * ’ ’ W,(k) ’ w,(kJ 
is satisfied for every k, , . . . , k, E W,, n 2 1. Therefore the chain (J’,,),,rZ is reversible. 
The same conclusion is also valid for the chain (T,,),,~. Now we may prove 
Theorem 8. The chains (&,),,Gz and ( T,,),,~~ are recurrent. 
Proof. We have already shown that W, is the union of the disjoint spheres S, of 
radius m, m = 0, 1,2, . . . . 
Also, if a node u E S, and w,(u, u’) > 0, u E W,, then there exists a circuit c E Ce 
such that u=(c(n-r+l),...,c(n)) and u’=u,(~,c(n+l)) or u’=h,(c(n-r),u), 
n E 2. Thus 
UE$, U’E W, and w,(u,u’)>O imply u’ES~-,US~US~+,. 
From Condition (c,) and relation (7) we also have 
c w,(u, u’)<oo. 
U&i 
U’E w, 
Now, setting 
ak=C C w,(u, u’), ka0, 
UC& U’C&,, 
(15) 
(16) 
we shall calculate CT=‘=, (ak)-l. 
Let (ekr k=O, 1,2,. . . , be the finite subclass of VZ that comprises all the circuits 
in S which are passed by a node of S,. Then 
We have 
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a;l3->o, 
Rw 
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for all k 3 0, where R and w are given by Conditions (c,) and (c,). Therefore 
,i, (&x1 = al. (17) 
To sum up, relations (12), (15), (16) and (17) show that the hypotheses of the 
Nash-Williams’ recurrence criterion are satisfied and thus the chain (5,) is recurrent. 
The proof for the chain (n,),,= may be done in a similar manner. q 
Example. Let us consider I = 2 and the class of circuits = {c,, cl, c,, . . .} as illustrated 
in Fig. 1, with w,,? = l/2”, n = 0, 1,2,. . . . Then 
%= {(&I, %I)}, SI = {(a,, b,), (a,, a,), (bl, WI, 
s2 = {(a,, b2), (b2, MI, % = i(b2, W, (~2, al), (h, h)), 
St={(b,, 41, Ss = {(a,, a,), (h, kd)r & = {(a,, b,)) 
and so on. 
Keeping the notation used in the course of the proof of Theorem 8, we have 
a,= w,((bo, 4, (~0, boll+ v((bo, 4, (a,, a,))+ w,((bo, a,>, (b,, hd) 
=~(w~+ww,,+w,,)=l, 
a, = ~,((a,,, a,), (a,, &I)+ w,((b,, h,), (b,, b,)) 
1 
=;(w,,+w,,>=- 
2’ 
a,= ~((a,, b,), (b2, W)+w((a,, b,), (a,, al))+w((b,, h), (bl, b2)) 
= $( WC3 + WC3 + WC,) = +, 
~3 = w((h, bd, (b, a,))+ ~((a,, a,), (b, 4) 
=xw,+ wq) =$ 
~4 = w((b, 4, (a2,4) + WI((&, az), (b4, W) 
=h%4+ WC,) -$ 
~5 = w((~2, a,), (a,, b,)) + w((hr b), (a,, 6,)) 
=:(wc4+wJ=~, 
etc. Then 
: u~‘=+co. 
k=O 
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4. Denumerable rth order circuit chains 
Let k=(k(n-r-tl),..., k( n - l), k(n)), n E 2, and c be a circuit of % with period 
P = p(c). 
Define I,( k, u) to be the number of distinct integers j, OG j G p - 1, such that 
c’(m)=k(m),c’(m+l)=u(m), m=n-r+l,...,n-1,n. 
Analogously we define I,_(k_, u-). 
Although the functions I,, I,_ are not symmetric they still verify the balance 
equations (p,) and (/?J. 
Again we may define the sets W, and W, as well as the functions w,(. , .), w,( .), 
w,( . , .) and w,( . ) and the corresponding ingredients as in the previous sections. 
Throughout this paragraph we assume the extra condition W, = S”, S’= S and 
(c5) There exist r-sequences k = (k(n - r + l), . . . , k(n)) E W, that comprise sub- 
sequences k’= (k(n-m+l), . . . , k(n)), 1s m < r,forwhich wy(k’)> w;(k). 
We shall consider the circuit chains (f,),, and ( q,,)n with multiple states in W, 
and W, to be irreducible, aperiodic and 2 w,(k) COO. We have 
Theorem 9. Assume we are given a natural number r> 1, a denumerable class of 
circuits in a denumerable set S that satisfy Conditions (c2)-(q). 
Then there exists a pair of denumerable recurrent strictly stationary double infinite 
Markov chains ((&),,Gz, (Xn)niZ) of order r on a suitable probability space (a, Yl, P) 
such that 
WX = ilXn+l,. . . , X,+,1 
W,((Xn+I, . . , X,+,), d(X+I, . . . , X+,), 9) = 
wr(Xn+, , . . ., Xn+r) 
7 
and 
P(& = i(&_, = i,, . . . , &-? = i,) = F?(X, = i(X,+, = i,, . . . , X,+, = i,), 
for any nEZ, iES, (i ,,..., i,)E W,. 
Proof. If &,=(k(n-r+l),...,k(n))E W, and q,=(v(n),...,v(n+r-l))E W,, 
n E Z, then define & = k(n) and X, = v(n). Then 
P(5, = (5*--r+lr.. . , ~n))=$(~5=uI(~,-,r&),n-r+l~s~nn)=1. 
Therefore 
p(6, = 4&-r, L-2,. . .I =WL = UI(Sn-L, aL,= CL,, . ‘. > 5n-1)) 
= w(in-, , 4(5,-, , 9) 
w(L1) 
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Analogously 
WX = ilX,+l, X+2, . . .) = WV, = U,(rln+~, ihntl = (X,+I, . . . , X,+,)) 
Further, the proof follows that of Theorem 5 of [4]. 
Finally, recurrence of ([,,)ntZ and (nn)ncZ implies that the attached multiple 
Markov processes (&)nEz and (X,,)nEr are recurrent as well (see Iosifescu [3]). 0 
Remark. Condition (c5) is not necessary for proving the existence of the chains 
(&), and (X,,),. It only assures that transition probabilities should not be the trivial 
ones, i.e., those corresponding to simple Markov chains. For instance, the double 
Markov chain given by the circuits of Fig. 1 does not degenerate. 
Definition 2. The rth order doubly infinite Markov chains (&,)nEz and (X,,)ntZ 
occurring in Theorem 9 are called circuit chains of order r associated with the 
denumerable class (e of r-elementary circuits in the countable infinity S. 0 
Further, we have 
Proposition 10. The r-dimensional distribution on S with respect to which the circuit 
chain (&La= is strictly stationary is 
{Pi,(O), Pi,,i,(O, I), . . . ,Pi,,...,i,t”, 1,. . . , r- 1); 4, i2,. . . , LE S>, 
where 
Pi,,iz(O, 1) =P(&I = 4&= 4) 
wl(G, d(i,, 4) = 
w:(4) 
if Ji.( i, , u:( i, , iJ) # 0 for some c, 
Pi,,...,i,(", 12 . . . 7 r-l)=P(&, = ir/,$-2=ir_,, . . , .$= i,) 
w;-‘((i,,. ., irml), u;-‘((i ,,.. . , i,_,), i,)) = 
w;-‘(i,,. . . , iv_,) 
if JZ-‘((il,. . . , ire,), u;-‘((i,, . . . , i,-,), i,)) # 0 for some c. 
Proof. According to definition of the function I_ from Lemma 5 it follows that 
wr”(k,, . . .) k,) = w;‘_‘((k,,. . . , km_,), lJ;“_‘((k,, . . . , km_,), k,)). 
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Then Proposition 6 and the balance relations (p,)(i) imply 
F 
w;(k 4(k iI>) 
zz 
w;(k) 
. p,(k) 
1 
= 
c 
c 
,‘a w; w;(k) (k ,,...r k,)s w; 
w;((k, . . . , k), lb,. . . , k, i,)) 
1 
=c k~ wI w;(k) (kz,.__,k;i w;_,; w;((k 9 . . ., kr), (f&r . .) kn ill) 
1 
=c k~ w;-, w;-'(k) (k2,...,;e w;-1 W’(k2’ . ’ ’ ’ kr7 ‘I) 
1 
= 
c kt w;-* w;-‘(k) (k>,...,;t W;-’ “+ 
‘-l((b.. . . , k), (k,. . . , k, 4)) 
w:(i,) 
=Cj, w:(G) 
Let us now consider that a circuit c is passed forward by (i, , i2), i, , i, = S. Then 
= c WL+, = ~&n = (k,, . . . , kr- , , 4))Wd’m = klSm = 4) 
kt W; 
k=(k,,...,k,-,,i,) 
c 
w;((k,, . . . , k-, , Q, lb,. . . , k,-, ,b, 4)) = 
(k ,,._, k,_,)tW;-’ w;(k,, . . . , kr-, , id 
w;(k,, . . . , kr-1, 4) 
‘r.,, ,,_,,, k,_,) wl(k,...,kr-,,i,) 
1 
=- c 
w:(il) (k,,...,k,_,)r WI-’ 
wF((k,, . . . > kr-, , il), (k,, . . . , k1, 4, 4)) 
1 
=- c 
w:(h) (kz ,_../ k,_,)t W;-* 
4(k2, . . , k,-, , 4, 4) 
1 4(i,, ul(i,, 4)) =-. 
w:(iJ 
w:( i, , 4) = 
w:(4) . 
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Finally, for (i, , . . . , i,) E W; we have 
Pi,,...,i,(“, 1, . . . 3 r- 1) 
= P(&_l = i,j.$L2 = i,_, , . . . , & = iI) 
= ,,c,, $(L+r = i,, d’m+r-l = klL+,-, = Cl,. . . , &+I = 4) 
I 
= 
c P(c%+~ = ir15m+r~l = (b, 4,. . . , Cd) 
koaS 
k=(ko, i, ,.__, i,_,)t W; 
x w!L+,-1 = %n+,-l = Gr,. . . , Ltl = 4) 
c wl(ko, 4,. . . , L,), (4,. . . , Cl, i,)) = 
k0t.S w;(b, 4,. . . , Cl> 
(ko,il,....ir_-I)~ W; 
wXb, 6,. . . , LA 
‘xk w,‘(k, 4, . . . , CA 
1 
= 
r-1 . * w;(il,. . . , ir_,, i,) 
WI (h, . . . , LA 
w;-‘((i,,. .., ir-,),(iZ,. . ., ir-,, i,)) 
= r--l 
WI (h,...,Ld ’ 
and the proof is complete. cl 
5. Connection with electric circuits 
5.2. In this section we look for a natural connection between the circuit chains 
studied in the foregoing Section and the diffusion of electrical current through 
electric networks. 
Thus, the balance relations lead us to 
C w,(k, u,(k, i)) = C y(k, Ui, k)) 
IES its 
for any kc W,, and 
(18) 
C w,(k-, u,(k-, i)) = C w,(k-, Mi, k-)) 
icS iss 
for any k- E W,. 
(19) 
By interpreting w,(k, u,(k, i)), i E S, as currents diverging (through circuits of %?) 
at the node k and w,(k, h,(j, k)),j E S, as currents converging at the same node, then 
we associate the former with the positive sense of current and the latter with the 
negative one (the choice is immaterial). Therefore, for r = 1, equations (18) and 
(19) express the first Kirchhoff law for the networks ?Z and %- respectively. 
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For r > 1, according to Definition 1 we may view any history k (k_) of length r 
as a node of a circuit in W, ( W,) and thus relations (18) and (19) provide a formal 
generalization of Kirchhoff’s law for the networks T-I% and T:‘%_. 
Let us now consider the sphere Sm+l, ma 1, and shorten it to a single node 
&+I E S,+, . Thus, after shortening, SW+, is replaced by Sb,, = {US,,,}, where 
u;+] = (k;, . . . , k:_,, k:), 
w,(ufn+,)= C w(k). 
~~S,,,+I 
Then, for p given by Proposition 7 we get 
,,c, p(k)f’(k d+,) =c * C w,(k, ub+,) 
I ks W, w,(k) kt W, 
L 
=c c c ke w, w,(k) kc, (k, v.., k,)tS,,,+, 
x wd(ko, . . . , k-d, (k,, . . . , k)) 
c = ksS,,,+, w,(k) 
c kc W, wdk) 
=P(dn+*). 
Thus, the r-dimensional stationary distribution given by Proposition 10 remains 
invariant under the shortening operation above. 
Further, consider without any loss of generality that S, = {i, , iz} and S,,,,, = {j, ,j2} 
as illustrated in Fig. 2(a). 
After shortening, the circuits between i, and j, have the configuration shown in 
Fig. 2(b). This means that the weight w,(i,, j,) is enlarged to 
w,(is,j;)=w,(iltjl)+w,(i2,jZ), 
which also satisfies the balance conditions. 
(a) 
Fig. 2 
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Thus, by introducing the quantities R;,j = [w,(i,j)lp*, we have 
Ri,,j, 3 R h,jz. 
Then 
or, in general, 
J,,, [W(k, u)lr’a c w(k u) -‘. 
[ k = S,, 1 u = s,,, + I U~S,,,.I 
Therefore, interpreting the above inequality in terms of electric networks, we have 
shown that if a constant unit voltage is applied, then Ohm’s law and shortening 
imply that the resistance can only decrease, which generalizes Rayleigh’s 
monotonicity law for networks with r-series-connected nodes. 
5.2. Let us now turn back to Theorem 8. A new scrutiny of the quantities in the 
proof of this theorem leads us to the conclusion that any class ‘%’ = {c, w,} of directed 
circuits in S and positive weights satisfying Conditions (c,)-(c,) determines recurrent 
processes. This would motivate the name of recurrent network for such a class. 
However, if we leave Condition (cd) that does not characterize the network structure, 
then the question arises of whether recurrence (or transience) still remains a network 
feature. This question is equivalent to the existence of a necessary and sufficient 
criterion for recurrence (transience) of Ahlfors-type (see [l]), i.e., a criterion that 
involves only the growth function of the state space. Thus a simple verification of 
the Royden-Lyons criterion referred to below, for the case of example provided by 
Fig. 1 with the weights equal to a positive constant, leads to a sufficient condition 
of Ahlfors-type. 
However a counter-example of Varopoulos (private communication, see also [ 111) 
shows that under general assumptions a necessary condition of Ahlfors-type for 
recurrence of continuous parameter Markov processes is bound to fail. Specifically, 
Varopoulos’s example consists of a Brownian motion on a two-dimensional manifold 
which is recurrent although the volume growth increases exponentially. Plainly, the 
discretization of Varopoulos’s counter-example (an open problem) would answer 
the question above. 
Let us now consider a chain (l,,),,, defined as in (13) by a class % of r-elementary 
directed weighted circuits in S that satisfy Conditions (cl)-(cJ). Suppose (f;l), is 
reversible with respect to a g-finite measure. Then each circuit CE %? determines 
uniquely a circuit r-‘c in W, whose edges (k, u), k, u E W,, pass through c. 
Then, the Royden-Lyons criterion (see [9] and [5]) asserts that (&,), is transient 
if and only if there exists a flow (jk,,)k,UGW, with a source k,,E W, (i.e., jk,, is a real 
function defined on the edges (k, u) with jk,, = -j,,k, c, j,,, = 0, for all k # ko) and 
finite energy E =C,_j:Jw(k, U) (suppose jk,, = 0 whenever w(k, u) = 0). Associate 
the class %? with the network T-’ % whose nodes will be sequences (i, , iz, . . . , i,) of 
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r-series-connected points of %, i.e., there exists a circuit c E VZ such that c(n) = i, , 
c(n+l)=i,,..., c(n+r-l)=i,, nE.Z. 
The resistance between two neighbouring nodes k = ( il, . . . , i,) and u = u,( k, i) 
or u = h,( i, k), i E S (i.e. JC(k, u) # 0 for some c E %‘) is taken to be r,,, = l/ w,( k, u). 
Consider an electric current flow (ik,u)k,u that enters the network at a source ko. 
Then the Kirchhoff’s current law implies that the equation C, ik+ = 0 holds for the 
remaining points k # k,. 
Suppose the network obeys the Ohm’s law. Then the law of conservation of energy 
implies that the heat per unit time generated by the current flow is 
.2 d%u_ r 
.2 
zku 
dt k,uzk,u - w,(k, u)’ 
The last relation expresses the Joule-type law for the networks with r-series- 
connected nodes. 
Therefore according to the Royden-Lyons criterion if any current flow (ik+) with 
a source generates infinite total heat per unit time under a constant voltage, then 
the chain (J,,),, defined by (13) is recurrent. 
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